Policing Port Cities During the Colonial Era: Tianjin & Shanghai Interaction Between Western and Oriental Police Forces, 1860-1945

Second Joriss Workshop: Limits of the Western Police Model in China
15-18 November 2017

ENS Lyon-Institut d’Asie Orientale-Sciences Po Lyon
http://iao.cnrs.fr/spip.php?article512
Place René Descartes, Métro Debourg. Salle IAO

Wednesday, 15 November: Airport reception & transfer to the Hotel (Christine Cornet)

Welcome dinner
19:00 晚餐: Aux Trois Maries, 1 Rue des 3 Maries, 69005 Lyon, 04 78 37 67 28

Thursday, 16 November: Workshop in the Institut d’Asie Orientale Lyon, ENS, Conference Room.

10h: Welcome coffee & tea, IAO Conference Room
10h30-11h00: Opening and welcome address, Beatrice Jaluzot, Director of IAO

Keynote speaker: Michael Schoenhals

- 11h00-11h30: Amos Frappa: When the French scientific police was enlightening China.
- 11h30-12h00: Christine Cornet, Police & Prisons in Modern China: limits of the Western Models of Public Order.

Lunch: 12:30-14:00 Lunch in ENS cafeteria
14h00 : Workshop continues at Sciences Po Lyon, Room L102
https://www.sciencespo-lyon.fr/institut/presentation/acces

Keynote Speaker : Jiang Jin

- **14h00-14h30** : Li Yufeng, 李玉峰 (广西师范学院历史系讲师), Guangxi Normal College :
  中共建政初期取缔会道门运动考析：以河南省内乡县为例 : The Suppression of Sects in Rural China in the Early 1950s: An Analysis of Official Records in Neixiang County in Henan Province

- **14h30-15h00** : Jiang Huajie, 蒋华杰（华东师范大学思勉人文高等研究院青年研究员）（Si-Mian Institute for Advanced Studies in Humanities ,ECNU, Young Research Fellow）:
  “以毒攻毒”还是“群众专政”？——毛泽东时代中国公安部门特情工作路线之演变（1949-1974）: Fight fire with fire” or “Mass Dictatorship”? ——the PRC Public Security’s changing policy on agent in Mao’s era (1949-1978)

Tea Break : 15:00-15:30

- **15h30-16h00** : Professor Michael Schoenhals, Centre for Languages and Literature, Lund University, “Public Security in the early PRC : Consolidated Card Catalogues and Vocational Databases, 中国人民共和国 建国初期公安业务档案及卡片工作

Roundtable : 16:00—17:00 : Ruan Qinghua & Jiang Jin
Dinner : 19:30 : Jols, 283 Avenue Jean Jaurès, 69007 Lyon 04 78 72 10 10.

FRIDAY, 17 NOVEMBER : ACADEMIC TOURISM

- 10h : Visit of The Saint-Cyr National Police Highschool and its Museum
- 14h : Visit of the Sino-French Institute (中法大学)
- 16h : Visit of the Museum of Medecine & forensic institute dissection room
HOTELS AND CONTACTS

Hotel Adress for Chinese participants
Comfort Suites Rive Gauche Lyon Centre ***
31 Rue Chevreul, 69007 Lyon
Tel : +33 (0)4 72 72 48 01 Fax : +33 (0)4 72 72 48 00
Portable : 07 86 72 81 24
Mail : direction@comfortsuiteslyon.fr; reception@comfortsuiteslyon.fr

Hotel Adress : Michael Schoenhals
Ibis Gerland, 68 Avenue Leclerc, 69007 Lyon ; 04 78 58 30 70

CHRISTINE CORNET : 06 31 74 75 37

The ENS de Lyon is located in the 7th arron-dis-se-ment of Lyon (the Gerland area), at the corner of Avenue Jean-Jaurès and Avenue Debourg. It is next to Debourg station on line B of the Lyon metro.
WARNING : this address will not appear on any street guide. The exact location is across the street at 249 avenue Jean Jaurès. See the following map.
* By metro: From the city centre, take line B in the direction of Gare d’Oullins, getting off at Debourg station. The exit at the rear of the train will bring you out opposite Parvis René-Descartes, the courtyard on which the ENS LSH stands.
* By bicycle: There is a Velo’v stand (city bicycle scheme) just outside the ENS, and in 340 locations throughout Lyon. Cycles can be borrowed using a French bank card; the first half hour is free.
* By train: Lyon’s two main-line railway stations are Part-Dieu (recommended) and Perrache. From Part-Dieu, take line B of the metro, as above. From Perrache, follow signs to bus stops, take bus number C22 towards Grange Blanche, and get off at Debourg.
* By air: Flights arrive at Lyon St-Exupéry airport, from which the city centre can be reached either by taxi (around 30 minutes), or by the Rhônexpress, which runs every twenty minutes and can be caught outside the departures level of Terminal 1. Take the Rhônexpress as far as Part-Dieu station and then take line B of the metro, as above.
* From the airport, you can take the Rhônexpress. Rhônexpress leave every 20 mn starting on the hour. It takes about 40 mn to get to the Part-Dieu train station. If you take a taxi from the airport, it will cost you 40€-60€ depending on traffic.
* From the train station, take the subway (direction: Gare d’Oullins) to the Debourg station. Take the exit at the end of train. Cross the avenue to get to the ENS. To buy tickets, you need some change as tickets are sold on machines only (have two 1€-coins or one 2€-coin, or Credit card).